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Current Scenario (Yearly Aggregated): 
• More than 500 disasters strike our planet
• death toll over 75.000 people
















t “The field of Disaster and Emergency Management
(DEM) handles resources and activities that will
deal with the humanitarian aspect of emergencies.”
[Altay and Green, 2006]
“Increased relevance in research since the 2004 
Tsunami in the Indian Ocean”








1. Relief demand characterization 
(Demand)
2. Timely relief supply and distribution 
(Distribution)
3. Insufficient resources to fully address the 
demand (Supply)








1. Relief demand characterization 
(Demand)
2. Timely relief supply and distribution 
(Distribution)




Civil + Military Actors 
Research Question:
How can humanitarian capabilities for military support in DEM be characterized, 




















framework to provide 
an organization with 
capabilities suitable 
for a wide range of 
modern-day 
challenges and risks, 
simultaneously framing 






























































































































Air Force Army Navy …
Logistics Artillery …



























C Total Costs Total Population
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GIS – Result Exploration
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Total Investment in Element
Priority of Element

































1. Novel CBP-based framework for military 
decision support in the context of 
humanitarian actions.
2. First results seem promising as a 
strategy development tool
3. Next Step: Development of Digital Twin 
for the Relief Distribution System 
51
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